Born Learning Trail Kit Guide Book

The User Guide provides strategies to maximize the Born Learning Trail with media, volunteers and sponsors. Its
easy-to-read format offers many different suggestions for getting the most out of the Born Learning Trail.

Circle Stencil

A key part of the Born Learning Trails is the interactive element that ties the sign messages to the trail surroundings.
Some of these messages involve shapes, letters, and activities. This reusable circle stencil allows for quick and
accurate markings to be painted.
Stencils measure 3 feet by 3 feet.
Made of durable Tyvek material that is washable and reusable.
Made in USA.

Rectangle / Square Stencil

A key part of the Born Learning Trails is the interactive element that ties the sign messages to the trail surroundings.
Some of these messages involve shapes, letters, and activities. This reusable rectangle/square stencil allows for
quick and accurate markings to be painted.
Stencils measure 3 feet by 3 feet.
Made of durable Tyvek material that is washable and reusable.
Made in USA.

ABC Stencil

A key part of the Born Learning Trails is the interactive element that ties the sign messages to the trail surroundings.
Some of these messages involve shapes, letters, and activities. This reusable stencil with the letters A, B, and C
allow for quick and accurate markings to be painted.
Stencils measure 3 feet by 3 feet.
Made of durable Tyvek material that is washable and reusable.
Made in USA.

Hopscotch Stencil

A key part of the Born Learning Trails is the interactive element that ties the sign messages to the trail surroundings.
Some of these messages involve shapes, letters, and activities. This reusable hopscotch stencil allow for quick and
accurate markings to be painted.
Hopscotch stencil is 12 feet long by 3 feet wide.
Made of durable Tyvek material that is washable and reusable.
Made in USA.

English Welcome Metal Sign #1

All Trail signs are available individually. You will find this helpful should you want to enhance a particular message
with multiple postings, need to replace damaged signs or simply want to mix & match to your local needs. All signs
showcase playful, engaging activities based on early learning outcomes. Some signs are designed to stand alone,
while others require additional enhancements (such as stencils to be painted on the path or surface area).
12" wide by 24" high
Pick & choose the number of signs that you need. Signs are made of .080" thick aluminum. All signs have rounded
corners. Sign life of approximately 5 years. Made in USA.
Each Born Learning Trail sign can be localized with your organization name/logo at no extra cost. This product is

produced after ordering and is available two to four weeks after order date. Signs needed in less than two weeks can
be rushed for an additional charge.

English Watch Metal Sign #2

All Trail signs are available individually. You will find this helpful should you want to enhance a particular message
with multiple postings, need to replace damaged signs or simply want to mix & match to your local needs. All signs
showcase playful, engaging activities based on early learning outcomes. Some signs are designed to stand alone,
while others require additional enhancements (such as stencils to be painted on the path or surface area).
12" wide by 24" high
Pick & choose the number of signs that you need. Signs are made of .080" thick aluminum. All signs have rounded
corners. Sign life of approximately 5 years. Made in USA.
Each Born Learning Trail sign can be localized with your organization name/logo at no extra cost. This product is
produced after ordering and is available two to four weeks after order date. Signs needed in less than two weeks can
be rushed for an additional charge.

English Look Metal Sign #3

All Trail signs are available individually. You will find this helpful should you want to enhance a particular message
with multiple postings, need to replace damaged signs or simply want to mix & match to your local needs. All signs
showcase playful, engaging activities based on early learning outcomes. Some signs are designed to stand alone,
while others require additional enhancements (such as stencils to be painted on the path or surface area).
12" wide by 24" high
Pick & choose the number of signs that you need. Signs are made of .080" thick aluminum. All signs have rounded
corners. Sign life of approximately 5 years. Made in USA.
Each Born Learning Trail sign can be localized with your organization name/logo at no extra cost. This product is
produced after ordering and is available two to four weeks after order date. Signs needed in less than two weeks can
be rushed for an additional charge.

English Talk Metal Sign #4

All Trail signs are available individually. You will find this helpful should you want to enhance a particular message
with multiple postings, need to replace damaged signs or simply want to mix & match to your local needs. All signs
showcase playful, engaging activities based on early learning outcomes. Some signs are designed to stand alone,
while others require additional enhancements (such as stencils to be painted on the path or surface area).
12" wide by 24" high
Pick & choose the number of signs that you need. Signs are made of .080" thick aluminum. All signs have rounded
corners. Sign life of approximately 5 years. Made in USA.
Each Born Learning Trail sign can be localized with your organization name/logo at no extra cost. This product is
produced after ordering and is available two to four weeks after order date. Signs needed in less than two weeks can
be rushed for an additional charge.

English See Metal Sign #5

All Trail signs are available individually. You will find this helpful should you want to enhance a particular message
with multiple postings, need to replace damaged signs or simply want to mix & match to your local needs. All signs
showcase playful, engaging activities based on early learning outcomes. Some signs are designed to stand alone,
while others require additional enhancements (such as stencils to be painted on the path or surface area).
12" wide by 24" high
Pick & choose the number of signs that you need. Signs are made of .080" thick aluminum. All signs have rounded
corners. Sign life of approximately 5 years. Made in USA.
Each Born Learning Trail sign can be localized with your organization name/logo at no extra cost. This product is
produced after ordering and is available two to four weeks after order date. Signs needed in less than two weeks can
be rushed for an additional charge.

English Create Metal Sign #6

All Trail signs are available individually. You will find this helpful should you want to enhance a particular message
with multiple postings, need to replace damaged signs or simply want to mix & match to your local needs. All signs
showcase playful, engaging activities based on early learning outcomes. Some signs are designed to stand alone,
while others require additional enhancements (such as stencils to be painted on the path or surface area).
12" wide by 24" high
Pick & choose the number of signs that you need. Signs are made of .080" thick aluminum. All signs have rounded
corners. Sign life of approximately 5 years. Made in USA.
Each Born Learning Trail sign can be localized with your organization name/logo at no extra cost. This product is
produced after ordering and is available two to four weeks after order date. Signs needed in less than two weeks can
be rushed for an additional charge.

English Jump Metal Sign #7

All Trail signs are available individually. You will find this helpful should you want to enhance a particular message
with multiple postings, need to replace damaged signs or simply want to mix & match to your local needs. All signs
showcase playful, engaging activities based on early learning outcomes. Some signs are designed to stand alone,
while others require additional enhancements (such as stencils to be painted on the path or surface area).
12" wide by 24" high
Pick & choose the number of signs that you need. Signs are made of .080" thick aluminum. All signs have rounded
corners. Sign life of approximately 5 years. Made in USA.
Each Born Learning Trail sign can be localized with your organization name/logo at no extra cost. This product is
produced after ordering and is available two to four weeks after order date. Signs needed in less than two weeks can
be rushed for an additional charge.

English Toss Metal Sign #8

All Trail signs are available individually. You will find this helpful should you want to enhance a particular message
with multiple postings, need to replace damaged signs or simply want to mix & match to your local needs. All signs
showcase playful, engaging activities based on early learning outcomes. Some signs are designed to stand alone,
while others require additional enhancements (such as stencils to be painted on the path or surface area).
12" wide by 24" high
Pick & choose the number of signs that you need. Signs are made of .080" thick aluminum. All signs have rounded
corners. Sign life of approximately 5 years. Made in USA.
Each Born Learning Trail sign can be localized with your organization name/logo at no extra cost. This product is
produced after ordering and is available two to four weeks after order date. Signs needed in less than two weeks can
be rushed for an additional charge.

English Describe Metal Sign #9

All Trail signs are available individually. You will find this helpful should you want to enhance a particular message
with multiple postings, need to replace damaged signs or simply want to mix & match to your local needs. All signs
showcase playful, engaging activities based on early learning outcomes. Some signs are designed to stand alone,
while others require additional enhancements (such as stencils to be painted on the path or surface area).
12" wide by 24" high
Pick & choose the number of signs that you need. Signs are made of .080" thick aluminum. All signs have rounded
corners. Sign life of approximately 5 years. Made in USA.
Each Born Learning Trail sign can be localized with your organization name/logo at no extra cost. This product is
produced after ordering and is available two to four weeks after order date. Signs needed in less than two weeks can
be rushed for an additional charge.

English Listen Metal Sign #10

All Trail signs are available individually. You will find this helpful should you want to enhance a particular message
with multiple postings, need to replace damaged signs or simply want to mix & match to your local needs. All signs
showcase playful, engaging activities based on early learning outcomes. Some signs are designed to stand alone,
while others require additional enhancements (such as stencils to be painted on the path or surface area).
12" wide by 24" high
Pick & choose the number of signs that you need. Signs are made of .080" thick aluminum. All signs have rounded
corners. Sign life of approximately 5 years. Made in USA.
Each Born Learning Trail sign can be localized with your organization name/logo at no extra cost. This product is
produced after ordering and is available two to four weeks after order date. Signs needed in less than two weeks can
be rushed for an additional charge.

